
Markets 

It was a challenging month for equities, with the exception of the US, with GBP weakness 
flattering overseas returns. The US was the only equity market to deliver positive local 
currency returns (+3.5% in local and +4.5% in GBP), while GBP weakness translated to 
positive GBP performance in Japan (+0.9%). Europe and Emerging Markets declined -1.2% 
and -1.3% respectively in GBP.

Local currency bond performance was more constructive: UK government and corporate 
bonds gained on the month (+0.1% and +0.6%), and US government bonds delivered +0.7%. 
European government bonds declined -0.6%.

GBP declined broadly, falling -1.2% against USD, -1.9% versus JPY and -0.5% versus EUR.

In USD terms, oil gained modestly in August, gaining +1.5%, while gold weakened a further 
-1.5%.

Investment Outlook

The summer has been characterised by significant volatility, with a strong earnings season 
and signs of better economic data being offset by ongoing concern around trade negotiations.

While risks do persist and volatility remains high, so far, the Manager sees few signs that 
we are near the end of the current economic cycle and it thinks it has longer to run. Inflation 
has risen in some developed markets, but productivity-enhancing investment and a more 
moderate path for growth mean the risk of uncontrolled inflation in developed markets 
appears to be contained.

Given that earnings have been growing faster than share prices, price to earnings multiples 
have contracted, offering investors a greater degree of comfort. The Manager expects robust 
economic growth and strong earnings growth to continue to outweigh investor fears around 
political risk.

In the current economic climate, the Manager still believes that shares can continue to 
outperform bonds, although it expects more modest returns and higher volatility than 2017. 
At a regional equity level, the Manager remains overweight the US, Europe, Japan and select 
Emerging Markets. It remains underweight the UK, where uncertainty remains high.

In fixed income, the Manager maintains its strategy of being overweight investment grade 
corporate debt with shorter maturities, and underweight longer-dated Gilts. High quality, short 
duration assets are at the core of its strategy.
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Disclaimer
VAM Discretionary Funds are compartments of VAM Managed Funds (Lux)

This document is intended for use by professional financial advisers only. The distribution of VAM Funds and the 
offering of the shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. Private investors should contact their financial adviser 
for more details on any of the products featured. It is the responsibility of any person in possession of this document 
to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdictions. Prospective 
applicants for shares should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and consequences of applying for, 
holding and disposing of shares and any applicable exchange control regulations and taxes in the countries of their 
respective citizenship, residence or domicile. Click for Important Information
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http://vam-funds.com/documents/VAM%20Managed%20Funds%20(Lux)%20Disclaimer.pdf

